SCR/400

MECHANICAL SCRAPPER FOR PE, PE-X, PP AND PP-R PIPES

Capacity from Ø 180 mm to Ø 400 mm

This mechanical scraper is used to take away the external superficial coat of pipes and fittings for electrofusion welding. The strong and compact manufacturing does not require further adaptors or additional accessories: simply using the lock handle, it is possible to keep the scraper firmly to 8 points of the pipe wall. The mounted special blade offers the availability of two sharp to the end user: if necessary it is just needed to unscrew the blade, turn it and place it again in order to continue the job. The constant working depth assures an homogeneous removal of the superficial material. The SCR/400 scraper is supplied in a thermoplastic box. Also the blade key is inside this box.

As optional a kit of spare blades is available.
It is composed by:

nr. 3 blades with double sharp
nr. 1 stainless steel screw
nr. 1 service key